CLASSIFIED MANAGEMENT

Effective July 1, 2022, the service increments shall be:

MANAGEMENT INCREMENTS - M  MONTH
Starting with the eighth (8th) year:    $211
Starting with the tenth (10th) year:    $262
Starting with the twelfth (12th) year:   $367
Starting with the fourteenth (14th) year:   $421
Starting with the sixteenth (16th) year:   $472
Starting with the eighteenth (18th) year:   $573
Starting with the twentieth (20th) year:   $679
Starting with the twenty-fourth (24) year:   $887
Starting with the twenty-eighth (28) year:   $1,093
Starting with the thirty-second (32) year:   $1,301

BA: $792/year  $66/month
MS: $1,416/year  $118/month

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL INCREMENTS – C  MONTH
Starting with the eighth (8th) year:    $170
Starting with the twelfth (12th) year:   $337
Starting with the sixteenth (16th) year:   $505
Starting with the twentieth (20th) year:   $672
Starting with the twenty-fourth (24th) year:  $842
Starting with the twenty-eighth (28th) year:  $1,007
Starting with the thirty-second (32nd) year:  $1,177
Starting with the thirty-sixth (36th) year:   $1,344

Effective July 1, 2022, the confidential stipend shall be:
Confidential:   $417/month

Effective July 1, 2022, the professional growth increment earned per month shall be:
Professional Growth:   $80/month

BS: $396/year  $33/month
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